
Dear Brother, priend and Teacher ;- March 11,1937

Your saying yesterday that you were "lonely" touched me . I

want you to know that if in any way I can relieve that loneliness

I hope you will use me .Write to me,or visit me,whenever you feel incli-

ned and you will always be welcome . Any way always - feel that .I have

the truest affection . for you,as well as respect and .aAmization -for

your mental ability and the beauty of your character .

I want to thank you for. your criticisms- of. my. . "Interpretation" .

There can not be - the slightest- doubt . that- I must .. seem-to, a man of

your metaphysical technique, and.. !indu,tsain.ng. as-a- very crude, think-

er,and I do tnot . pratend. .to . ysay that I, tas .not suoh . nan one . . .in fact»In-

deed it could hardly be . otherwise, . ,y extremely. -scanty .- eduaat.ion, 1

tendency t o radical - and irreverent slept is ism, and. .sy, life-long . habit

o f taking my . own . way. across lots t o a ono lus,ions , with little regard

for revered authorit ies,:would almost . ensure . thin...-- anyway would.'

sake it appear so to those who adhered . to some ., accepted . cult_ or, phil-

oeophy., 3ut you must not -forget that ., do not. profess to be a gedant-

ist,any more than I .Io to be :a Christian,- I seem to be an $Xleotic .,

taking my own wherever I think. I find it.,

low to your , ontological critieism.Here it seems -to me ..you f Ail to

get my point of.,Tiew .I was aware, as you remind me further .on, that A he

word 'person", in its derivation , meant - a "mask*,but words grow and, get

away from original mean e ,, and nowadays when a,believer epcakp . .of

his belief in a "Personal _ Qod* he. does not , mean- a masked . God . , or," one

who ie - only s mask and a Iaya,nor does .he necessarily mean . that .,his

God is; in hudma- ;thratl_-have tried to make this little . book nott so

much sati$ faetory .to metaphysical oasu.i ets as underatandab]s-.to4,the

man in the street . And to me it seems that, the . essence of personality

i s not so much any particular form as in Belt-c onso lousne as, will, in-
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telligence arid- love and it -is -with these -quslities, :that . apr mind ..en-

down my . Personal.,, Golf Ny mind cannot seem to , - Hindu -doom

t rine of a "Brava"- separate from . a. 01arabxahma%In iqy- paz'hape .. crude

thought I, feel- that evety whole must have . a .centex,,a .nuolaus, and., npr
and

Poraone3. . . God is that, Nucleus .." . c snter,.and , fret . syst .ioally. .i 400t

in every particle , of. the , lhole .Does not Ha~ea3 sl_ say somewhere .that

every atoll of the universe is alive . and- conscious,? . Anyway that . Ls sy

view •a that God the Person, cannot - be , ssparat ed.. . fromm God-the . AIJ but

is present as life and. ooneoioucness in every part . cle . of. the . Vni-

versal Substanoe . But that . this life and . consciousness is. largely

latent life end a . aonsoicusnese-that . has . not -, yet- .xeaohed.--_tal!-cons'

eaiousnese,,is potentiality, rather than -activity but : can be .awakened

and not in Motion,with any desired . A.6rXps .,af, oonsoiousness,at .a y

instant by that personal Self- rich . in both .central. and ..universarlly

immanent „You say, that Draro. Is "dependant . * : upon. the.. "Unseen" , and

i s therefore a "Maya", but . as I see it, in the (Anal sense the ., prino i-

pie, is as dependent - upon the - person as the.. person . Is -upon. thes.,Pmi

prinaiple,,where. all are . e.en Maya must - be included in the sib n

* complete reality ;-- . all . these list met ions, met aphysic al . and . . so i•

ent ifie 0 are only arbitrary effort s of. our own mind a t o . make things

someway usable by ..thoae minds, But I maybe very. stupid.

Yet I want you to get tar idea that G.od,to our. minds, at- least,ta

a Paradox., and mulct. always appear . such, and . therefore .. must always be

to us a, lLyatery,and in thin . view arguments_a , to whether God-As .-Love

or Love Is., trod, or anything . else,beoome~ .ware.- er -Apse casuist cal

and of . no praot ioal . . . values And a working faith, as reasonable . as ,, .may

be, i® all . I am after,for. all human ar nts about . God.. sedm.-to, ,ate

more or lens fantastic and . self-defeating .

~~ 'Very affectionately your- friend . . . .-





Dear irother Wolff -- Thou Sage of San Fernando : Mar.24,1937

At last I have finished reading your great took. And When I

,. cay "great" truly mean it . This book,I fancy,will never be . popes

lar,but I believe it will to Immortal and that all future students

and teachers on these lines will refer to it . As an utranae in the
Western
ImhMMA'World on this subject I believe it standsr alone .. . ihether it

has ever been excelled by any, thing . written In India I . do . :not know,

but I doubt it .It must be published .,, That - is a mater of immense

importance .

you have honored me great--ly ley . letting . me see this Ys ..,and

asking air comments . I feel that I am-1n but . s poor position to : do

- ANN., . the latter, for I do not stand on your plane, of'- attained ,Qonecious-

ess . Some have hailed me as Cosmic Consciona,but is it true? $Y

Dawn-Thought" was a sudden mental . . and spiritual -111u ainat .ion,,- it

-s truebut I saw no subjective light,nor radiated any,nor did . I

-,_ri_enoe any of the Transcendant ]lliis . which you seem to have

crown so vividly.aut all my-mental boundaries did seem to .-enlarge

a s if t o inf init y, and there came s. quiet joy and . peace and. in-

creased serenity that have never left are . aut . I feel that J I rather
-r

glimpsed Nirvana, and received lays ..from It .than ever actually .- .en

t Bred It, Nor. have I ever

t o even attempt to go in .

My work3I feel,is on

must do my own work for tl

But I may give you, I

say on page. 259, about . the

felt, yet, that - the t ime had come fox ie

All. that in the Divine t 4w,%

quit e another plane than yours . and I

ie needs of my. own.

suppose* a. few . of my :thoughts ; ;what, you

primary universe being"a valid . part .within

the whole and relatively real" pleased me great ly--for I have alwaYs

asserted that,•and that is perhaps mat I leant when I said - _• was a

leo-Eealist4 cannot . help . feeling that . most mystics have made a mia-
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take in their- defamation . of -thid physical. world,aither declaring it. non-
existent, so far as any reality went;, or else attributing .. all .', evil, sin

and misery t o its malignj influene4 . .I have always .affirmed that the

physical world had a • osrtain reality . of, its own, and that it .,was

created for a purpose,and .had a function and service to •pe :rtorm;that,

it was a part of tho Divine Whole and . therefore - just ifieA ; and that-. it
a

e . ant eulti•was mass duty . to receive- it with dratitud acecae

vote -an enjoyment- of -it, gad of the senses - given wherewith-•t t enjoy . it ..

I have defended the body against : the . contempt . and . oontumely-heaped& .up-

on it, with all the passions, .emotions,-including - sGZ.In.• mpt . : gospel . the
tool and . inst rui ent

body was to tie honored -as potentially, a-DivinGAMOPl ;its health . caged

for religiously, and all its passions and . emotions:and, -feelings . and, .ap-

pet_ites used wisely, in innocent ..intention,.under~full,.oont,rol .ef.-the -.in•

telleot and spirit*as . helpfully-as, *not s. .:kaaowledde . Oould .dip!*t s . And.

= have affirmed that such a healthful, Child-like, delight, . In and use- . of

the body,with philosophical non-attacb*ent .and. .reZigious, .splritualizaw

t.ion,would give am" the happiness. in this. life that . he . was -ever .. seek-

ing, and was int ended t o hate, and, would be his . Vest - apprent icement, and

preparation for any life t o oomre .This has -been sir message .:t o. the . woxld

of men always,, and this io -the .life I have idealized and.d t ried t o ~i9'e .

And whether I have been merely .luo3y, and self 4ecetyed1 i. know not.,.but

so
.tar
. it . has wo,r ed, and L at .been- happy to a $cgree that I have

seldom found .. in anyon4-,dlse,, I confess it- has rather pained me .,,to

find that you also blamed. and degraded this world, end regarded- .pit,

with aversion as a necessary source of bandage, hind ce ant- *iseXi .,

if you will forgive so, for speaking personally, .I, must . say that- .

was, and continue t o ,tie, nonplussed by . the fact that you,.aft er your, mar-,

vellous bath in Nirranic slits, which . I fully . belie=ve -you experience,,.

(or would you say i,, pc e t,)ryet ,do not radiate that . overflowjZI
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happiness,peaoe and. oyoijdnesa :.nhich. .1- Would have ..., AUpposed. Would. inev«~
tably result from it I would think your face mould ways. sh3ne,ti1l
men would be .. et rack by .it, and , every . not ion . of • your . 'body ., reveal . a4~.un«
spoken but irrepressible inward . content .•.~lut ..in• just . the same way.. I
have always wondered .. that- -Jesus. -should hare ._been . ."a. man - of.~ sorrows*,
Why did he weepy . Vhat-. food . would- that - do to eaybo#101, #~ j ogous . o ount e•
nanoe, is such a tonic 6. inspiration . and-upl..ft Ito .anybody,no .matt ep„_in
what zone and snare of trouble .. It . is a medical, treatment . in 'it'self

and can interfere with no service of compassiony or work of benefit .
And no matter how . much .. I honored . Buddha,.!. coult. .neaer_ be. his . disciple
because of his k* regarding . .this beautiful .. world_ as,,only, a disease,*
nest of Misery . It always made me wonder ..erhether.-a-hot. clinste• had .-not
ruined his 1i er, and this poisoned ..his .-mind .

Emerson seems to have . been. eerenaly,•s~reet ,y, deli atedl happy s ,

his life ;and Thoreau Ouch the same : and Alcott ;probably. Chenning,tho, I

don tt know so much about him; and,, itman,,dcspite his great -misfortu ei

and 3uo ]sae ; and John Zurroudhs,RThia . . Amer3.oan .- school. of. philosophy seams

t o me t o have made a real adytooe in spiritual evolution over the . Ori•

ental philosophers . and the. general run . of mystics . They appear. .to have

pretty well solved the problem of . earthly happiness.. And I undoubtedly

belong to their eohool,tho 1,866M to have worked-into-It from the- out"

s ide, so. t o speak, end sp ont ane ou sly, txsm inward. impulse, not . knowing

much about . . them or their ideas untilI my. . own ' were, pretty well. f o, ..,

I Was greatly pleased with the tribute . you gave, your .wife, aad

your raoodnltion of the need . oi; thea femia lne. influence . in .a balance*

life,tho I fancy a great many, jr_ . will demote, you and ;the. value ..off'

your teaching because of it,Yee,woman stands . for the value - .of; I'oz'm

for the value of the Senses, for the value and necessity .of this . world.

and its love and, loveliness In the . Cosmic whole, and that is shy !ud-
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dha abandoned. his wife. and 'baby,-and. ,why-.Jesus - did .. not- sarry-1 and, why

all the Christian Apostles and.- pathers ;.looked .with . euspjcion,-if,not
ac uQ.,

hoat ilit .y, upon, woman .. for,,againet those who. want-, to-,destroy .

the sense -world1 woman. has . been .placed,. In . the . . Divine -plant to -its - De-

fender,* nor intuitions-do not .. .tell . her that -the. .-senses .are . unreal-,, or

necessarily Iteure , and . she . never,believes - it., tho, If , tier husband holds

that view, she. may try-, for, his Bake, to . make .herself .believe-.She does .

yjonan has her . own mentality. and-.her- .owrn , spiritua) ity , and, In , her, nox

lmal state,her spirituality infuses her sensuality: and all the, func-

t tons of her sexuality andd family .life with, her maternal,, love ., and

idealisme,her faith-and-joy in the, goodness • of-,life,-w- Woman stands .for

Love as much as man for Thought, and- .each, can . .learn . facom-the- other,

and needs the, other, Just L as the spirit-rorld_ need a_ .the- sense-world

in a balanced Universe. •'-s life,without - womant-s beoomes--one-sided.,

unbalanced, sterile, sold, an inevitable monst rosity -- and . her life, .
oonscious

without his, is,,mutilation and endless loneliness,

What you say about the . ."#oint-I and the. . fpaoe_-Iu, if I rightly,

understand eyou,pleases - me also .I have alway felt that . VIvvana . woU2A:.be

as you describe - it,,and that, .the individuality. of the one. reaching.-,ii

would be merged Into it, with oonplete abaofbt,lon ..but .. without 7, any

feeling of loss or- dest rust ion, but ..rather. one.- of. . inoreasse , f fill

went, and infinite enlardemant and bliss of consciousness .- You Would

be God,,.and )now it, and . Home. -and know. .
But I confess that I cannot lice the term"~Li tnd1ifGramos"

I cannot oven understand such a thing . How . can,.31-ias be., Intifferenoet

How can Knowledde . ..be Indifferpneet low.. can - one ., be. indifXerent, -t o, - the

insanit iea and sufferings,to say . .nothing- of , the joys, of-humAnityT

-auddha was not able.,ae sus - was not, able ;nor de-fit .sees t:o_be . -This

tern Will repel your, readers..
i
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Concerning the- now . teriiao- +introoeptlon" . and1int:rocoi e*
111a them, very mnei,but •+ your, totmnit ion- gives- mee pause-," . *penetra-

t ion t o profundity through, . the affeot-, -ono" aad,,,further, as - the - 'Okind
of insight . aroused .through. .musie,root ry«snd . the-fine. axts*. --, . seeing
that with ordinary. readers the word "affections* Alwaye-suggeets- only

the personal emotions of love, friendship, eto..Wou .d. .not,po.sslb~y, a~

sore un: erut dabl-e.. definit lop be . Npenet ration .t o profundity . .throu ti

the esthetic emotionn"t.. This . 1e only a suggestion 'and.-t -not- . be . eut-

fictently thought out*

And here ie a query, ; It all Got-Conscious ., men . . are,. .'Rec al*,what

toes this olAiaet. equality.r consist. in? -To . the, . sub ject•ob foot-. -man, at, $*

least they seem to be unequal even in the, dues, of eoo n#t ioa . aaat

nowletge , that- they claim; in .. their . . power. toy work "miracles"=and.•,to

be subject to mist ahee,p.roblems,disease., fear,with .. inequality' .. 3n their

power to adjust to these,much like. ordinary. people.Ant .. how is -such ^

equality eou at ible. with as . ep.irituo, lierarchyt

your final poem . is .noble- one,with eublimit~r:•both . . n it$ a +cee•

ion ant spirit,

w.Please do not think, tear. frient,that . ..these . conment s. .are r ad*

2ATitious spirit..' .ou area wore. 1Ike . x . . .ideal .. of a ,raster . than any

other man I ever, met . in the - flesh,.and . . .I . would,, have. gladly .bee. your

d i so iple it I- could, but it would., seem

load. I have a real affect ion for you and -I . havo . . xead_ every woz& .o#'

your Is .with, aare,loTing . interest, and admiration, and: rise -tos~at it

with a deep respect for . your ability,

gist. cordially your friend . .-



Dear Brother Wolff: December 29,1937

Your "Aphorisms" is a striking little book in appearance
and content . It is full of bur thought and perhaps only you could
have made it .

Yet I feel that it is very Buddhistic,and probably contains or
implies the very essence of esoteric Buddhism.

My own reaction t o it is hardly one of complete agreement .
Consciousness without an object is something that my every day

sort of mind fails to grasp . The question always arises -- Conscious-
nese of what? If you say consciousness of itself,then itself-becomes
an object . If only consciousness of consciousness,then consciousnes
becomes an object . If consciousness of some subject,then the sdbje
becomes an object . As I see the Divine Consciousness it is always of
its potentialities,at least of some of them,and I do not believe
there has ever been a period in all eternity in which it has not been
actively conscious of plans and purposes and creative achieve-
ments,of subjects and of the tearing down and re-creation of objects,
and as a consciousness within each object . As I see it every object
is potential within Oonsciousness,proceeds from it,created by it,re-
tains its due proportion of it,and if "destroyed" simply changes
form, or returns to it again as a latent potentiality Therefore all
objects are in Consciousness, latently or .actively,and inseparable
from it,This may seem foolishness to your extremely introspective
mind .

"Consciousness of absence of objects is Nirvana" . Perhaps it is
but my concept of Nirvana, as you know, is the final enlargement of hu-
man consciousness to emergence into and complete merging with the
Divene Consciousness, in its paradoxical Peace and Rest with Eternal
Happy Creativity.You agree that it is"ceaseless creativeness",yet
"Unending Rest" .

I do not believe there is any real "void",or vacuum, in the
Cosmos,which contains and is Sp ce and the Divine Consciousness
and all the subjects and object sc ithin the Divine Consciousness .

I seem in many things close with you and in others far apart --
differences in words,no doubt, explains much of this, at least in part .
But there is a radical difference in our ends of striving . You,like
Buddha, renounce the world as hopeless, and seek a mental state of
bliss outside of and beyond it . I feel there is real danger of self-
hypnotism to self-deception about this .I believe man has given him
the powers to gradually turn this earth into a heaven, and I am main-
ly concerned with that . I would like, if possible to be a Utopian-
Prophet .

Tho I have great reverence and respect for Buddha, in a way,yet I
also cannot get away from the feeling that he was personally a sick-
ly being,afraid of life and its battle,and seeking only to creep out
of it and create an ecstasy of inaction and forgetfulness . To a cer-
tain degree this may be possible to some people,with favorable con-
stitutions and circumstances,or after great effort,but would be fi-
nally nullified by Cosmic laws and is really no solution . To acquire
a mental state in which one,by rising above emotion and controlling
it,using or rejecting it, Pitt ing one emotion against another t o con-
quer,,may be able to accept the Universe and its Law of Change cheer-
fully and live happily within it, seems to me a better form of philos-
ophy .

Wishing you and your wife a Happy New Year,I remain your friend --

I ~, ~ouc~z



San Fernando , Calif .,
Jan. 4, 1930

Dear Brother Lloyd%

Permit r.:e first of all to thank you for your criticism
of the Aphorisms . It means that you have given to them serious
thought and that is part of what I iiinh to have accomplished .
ITo one is asked to believe there blindly . Nothing Is more
foreign to my wish nor to the Buddhist spirit . I am quite at
one rith the Buddhist principle vhick not only demands of no
man blind acouiesenec but, in fact ; insists that the mature

1 aspirant shall accept no authority,r :hether human or Divine,
but shall Drove everything by it iediste Knowledge individually
attained . I believe that the Aphorisms are capable of guiding
many tow. :rd Liberation, but they ere by no means neec^sarily
the road for all .

It would be impossible for anyone to give the Aphorisms
a greaterr compliment than you do v;hen you say they "probably
contain or Iriply the very es-ence of esoteric Budrdhism ." I
an not making any claim here but sinply let the Aphorisms speak
for themselves, However, I are In c position to appreciate at
leant so; etliing of the soul of esoteric Buddhism and so know
better than most, perhaps better than you, how much you have
said .

TT,- r, for the dif ::Iculties. I an not at all surprised . Prior
to the cycle from plug . 7 to Sept, 8, 1936, 1 could not have
understond, in the sense that T now understand, Consciousness-
,d,nithout-an-object . I might have been even ap-alled by it as up
to that time I could neither grasp nor like the Buddha's doctrine
of Anatman. It was the Pnth blazed by 3hank ra that I found
effected. But it lead to a position from which I could reach
to J:nattp:an, How it is quite true that consciousness operating
within the universe of objects (sanAsara) is s always In the form
of a selif concerned with objects . I.any philosophers can con-
ceive of no other kind of consciousness . From the sangsnrie
base cons ciousnes s-!,.Athout-an--object is inconceive.ble . It can
only be ursiu ilatc'] by the principle oj' consciotn nesa which is
to ?porcrily embodied In ?pan shiftin ; its base to a very high
transcendent level . Prom the base of reference of your criticism
you are quite correct . But there are other bases .

Consciousness without-an-object :mt is '?rlnordid Cinnclousnes
~ .hieh is not consciousness conscious off itself . But to recornize
Conscidrr.sness-i:rithout-an-object implies the action of a : olifieation
of this suprei?,e consciousness which in the self-analysing po•'er,
This is k'aramarthasatya . The latter is attained, the order ever
is. Of course, the very fact that .L could write the "Lphor. in s
implies that I was conscious of the Consci-)u^nesn, but I could
distinr•uish between -the Primordial Root Consciousness and the
attained self-analysing; power . ',hen the Aphorisms are finally
cor-ipAeted this point will be noted .

I distinguish between Consciousness-without-an-object and
Divine Consciousness in the sense of consciousness of a Divine
Being. It is conceivable that a Divine Being may have purposes,
though hardly of a type that is within the range of merely
human concepption . But it is inpos-ib_lc to pre-'icete purpose
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of Consciousness-without-an-object . l"urther Divine Del.nrs are
dependent upon and derivative from, Consciousness-:°rithout-an-object
as well as all other cre tures .

.hen you say that every object is potential within C'nseinnsness
it seems to rze that you are quite • in accord trith an implication
(,ro;rinry out of the sixth Aphorism, but it would be incorrect to
pre'1ic-,te creative activity of Consciou sness without an object,
for This has no attributes Though all attribute- and powers
depend upon It . I quite agree With you that objects ernnot be
separated from consciousness for thus separated they are real
voids . Yet ?'rirordial Consciousness is independent of the
presence or absence of objects, It is a one why dependence,
however, while Consciousness without an ob ject~ is non-creative,
yet consciousness as subject it a creative potentiality . :ith
this modification I think I roust agree with what you say In the
latter part of the fourth paragraph .

The difference between us on the next point is more than
apparent . It is a real difference, And here my o -.m insight
has not only the support of the•onorrmous authority of Buddha,
Shankara and Jesus but, as well of all the experts on Yoga
as far as I an acquainted with then., Here v,e are deviling with
something that is not merely a matter of opinion or of method,
which may vary quite widely, but of what we night call the
r?athematics of Yoga , Jesus said "Ye must be born again", and
there is no point that I insist upon in r?y class •,- ork and my
trritinas than just this . Yoga or the mysti e at -one--ment with
God is not attained - b-,~ an expansion , but by a metamorphosis
of the human being . .Lt is the synbol of the caperpilar and
the butterfly that applies here . L'an dies as man in order to
be born a God . The price of attainment is renunciation. But
however severe the renunciation may seem before the new birth
has been attained , afterwards it ser=ms trivial when compared
with the new ineffable grandeur . Not only has the y 11r rim - r ow
become a denizen of a new ,World , but in addition he recovers
all that he renounced as powers which no one , not even the Gods,
can actually take from him. Yoga 3s far, far more than mere
melioration . The bulk of western thinkers simply do not see
cleo rly on this point . I'elioration may be good and I am/ not
opposed to it in principle nor has Buddhism been opposed to it .
For he Who lives according to the Buddhist ethics till tend to
transform even this world toward an Utopia . But all this is a
by-product , not the main achievement. And , indeed, it nay
frequently happen that melioration acts as a delay rather than
an advance . For the tragic hour Is the hour of greatest-
opportunity . The soul then nay turn to suprene values, instead
of being content with half--values . But this varies with individuals
and so ". :isdon is required in order to 'snow whether more or less
pain Is best . There tines when the highest Compassion will
appear to the uridiscerning as though it were hard-boiled. This
is tourh on the Guru as well as the Chela .

V7hen you say that you do not believe that there is any real
void or caeuum in the Cosmos not only am I in arrrem"ment with
you but so alto is the Buddhist Vedantist and Theosophical
philosophy . The Void to which f in common with the preponderant
mass of :iystics refer is a Void only to the subject-object ty e
of consciousness . It is not the void of nothirirncss

. Yet until
the candidate has passed the crisis it is a nsycholosical



necessity that he air° at that which seems to be Nothing, and
negate everything that formerly he regarded as something . '7hen
he arrives he finds that the formerly seeming Void actually is
substantial Fullness and the objects which he formerly believed
to be real tire, indeed, relative vacuums . It is interesting to
not .-.that the van-guard of our modern physicists are actually
reaching, substantially this view in the effort to reach a con-
sistent interpretation of the facts they are now uncovering .

.TOW, ho r about the ultimate value of objects? I'I ither I nor
Buddhisri denies to thera a relative validity . Consciousness-
without-an-object permits the`-'iresencc or absence in complete
indifference . There is a post-Tlirvanic stage of-Yoga wherein
no difference exists bet%~ een San{gsara and Nirvana . But one
must attain Nirvana first before he can po on to this culYinating
synthetic-sty:ge . You see renunciation is a matter of psycholo'°ical
technique, and not a philosothie denial of the relative validity
of any stare of consciousness in the .-.hole series . Renunciation
is merely the Inverse of attainment . Asceticism is not virtue but
technique, and the latter is dropped ?hen it has accomplished its
work . Yes, I do believe that the situation off the world is
hop ess so long; as Ylirvanie values are not filtered Into it in
ever Increasing degree . But if those values are filtered in
in sufr,icient degree then it is not hopeless, The greatest
workers for Utopia are the Bodhisatvac and the l3ud'?hag of
Compassion . For these refuse a private Nirvana for enormous
ages so that they may serve the good of all creatures .

How greatly have you misunderstood Buddha the greet compassionate
One ! The One who beyond all other men nay rightly be called the
conquoring Lion! None of those born of woman Is less a sickly
man than this One, For here is a man born as a prince and given
every advantage in a worldly sense that the king. and his coucellors
could devise . tle was trained in all princely virtues as well as
bein; himself a ii'rince In fact . 11e had every advantage of
enjoyr:icnt that could be devised, and He did enjoy, lie t:--s
happily married and had a son whom he loved . HHe wa , carefully
kept from kno..ler1pe of u1ain in His own experience or as some-
thing experienced by others for 29 years . Then, one day He
became aquanited with the fact of suffering on the part of
others, and was so moved in his, heart that he could no longer
en oy fin private fuliclty so lone as the problem of human
pain in general trop, not solved . He then vrent on the search for the
solution which required seven years, He went to the learned and
quickly pierced through to the Inadequacy of their teachings . He
learned of the method of rigorous asceticism and nnde a thororYoing
enperin-ent in this which ,lasted six years, carrying Hiri to the
door of physical death, rind the final convulsion that that ro-d
was only a cul-de-sac . pie then carved out -Ills own Road and
Attained as none others ever have exnonp men .- lie forgot Ills o n
convenience and carried His discovery to men, not only for the
rest of Isis natural life, but over since to this day . The
latter part most would call tradition, but I have succeeded in
varifyinp it directly: Ilo,-here is no sickly soul but the
greatest of the great, the most-heroie of the heroic, and
the most compassionate of the Compassionate . It is western
scholarship that has fd&led to understand,

Again thanking you for your letter and good wishes and
reaffirmnr* my hir'h regard for you, I remain
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spirit in which you have received
to you seemed shallow enough.In'
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n by the attraftiveness of -your doc-

' For I still find myself unable to understand your Conscious-
ness-without-an-object . The question still sticks :"Consciousness
of What?" I cannot separate 6onsciousness from awareness,from
awareness of something,if only it^self,and that latent awareness
which you give it in Aphorism 6 . I can conceive that there might
be potentialities in. the ALL that even the Primordial Root Conscip"
ousness had not yet become aware of,but I cannot conceive of its
being unconscious of anything it was aware of,and whatever it
was aware of would become to it an object . That Primordial Con-
sciousness must include, and be aware of, all fgqs of consciousness
with their objects . So it seems to me . Nor can I understand how
"all attributes and powers depend upon It",as you say,without
its having created them and continuing to support them,and there-
fore being eternally conscious of them. Nor can I comprehend how
that primal Consciousness can be"indifferent"to anything that has
proceeded from it,or which can exist in any form 9=1=,or any
degree,of fact,absolute or relative,within the Cosmos,which is
Itself. Perhaps the difference between us,after all,is that you
would insist that a subject can never be an object,while to me,
when I contemplate a subject it becometa true object of con-
sciousness . Unless I can explain it that way,your hair-split-
ting seems to me to be a pure Nihilism .

As to being"born again ", you give that mystical utterance one
interpretation and a Fundamentalist friend a quite different one .
I rather suspect that Richard Maurice Bucke would have said it
meant attaining Cosmic Consciousness . Jesus,I believe , was a poet,
or at least lived among a people who spoke habitually in figures
and parables . My own guess is that he may have meant a complete
change from the private -profit motive to the social -profit motive,
for we know that he continually preached that change and reprov-
ed those men who clung to selfish riches . He was certainly a Uto-
pian,who wished the Will of the Father to be done on earth as in
heaven, that there might be peace and good-will on earth , and weap-
ons of war changed into tools of production . And such a -radical
change in motive and l1fe might indeed be called a re -birth,might
it not ?

How much anybody knows about the real Buddha I do not know. It
seems we have only very scanty and doubtful legends about him . You
may have better sources of information,or think you have,and may
be quite right . But I see nothing in his being a prince that would
prevent his having been a neurotic,nor anything in his neurosis if
a fact ,that would prevent his having been a great seer and teacAer .
Neurotics have played a tremendous part in the world's history,and
are still at it . As I am always both a believer and a skeptic,it
seems,I naturally look at him from the outside,and try to explain
him like any other man,not irreverently,but scientifically,seeking
the fact . Well,I guess that this is all I have to say,except~to
give you and your wife my very kindest good wishes .

Most cordially your friend --



San Fernando , Calif .,
San . 17 . 1938

Dear mother Lloyd :

'~.by shouldn't I be thankful for your criticism?
There is nothing malicious in it . It is simply criticise in the
better sense of the world . ITow, such criticism aeons to imply one
of the other cr a mixture of two things : it either reflects a
failure adequately to understand the idea, or it brines out a
rent defect in either the formulation or content of the ijlea .
In the former cane there is certainly nothing to be offenZri about,
and in the latter there Is certainly sor..iethinc to be thankful for
rs it helps tovrnnrd the realization of that distant foal of
perfection .

It is not at all my rwi^h to force upon you an unpalatable-idea .
But I am quite convinced-of your ability to protect yourself,
should that be necessary and so, if I May, should like to continue
a discussion which Is helpful to me us it broadens my unc3erstund-
int* of concrete human need . Undoubtedly most will not under-
stand the significance of my thought and, of those who (1o under-
stand it in some measure ro st, I suspect, ill find the sum-mme
difficulty which you find . ."any of the latter t11 not have the
rbllity to formulate themselves while you have that ability in
hir*h depree . So I do value very hirhly vihat you any .

So you do not find the doctrine attractive . Well., I have no
right to feel surprised for at one tine, vith all my mathematical
training I felt the same %,,ay. It became attractive after a
fundamental transformation in my own consciousness . This tra=-
forraation removed in a profound sense the tragedy of tirme-bound
consciousness and opened the door to an &neffable Soy and
Assurance . I have no doubt whatsoever as to the value attained,
and I wish that as many others as possible nay also ?know it . '.hat
I offer of philosophy has simply the value of cler ...rinp away
bar:°iers end providing something of a key .

ITow, w, pith respect to the 'It which is not metamorphosed into
p subtle object as a 'no' '` wish to say that this problem is
probably as profound as any . I teas stuck, on it for many years .
Undoubtedly the 'I' does become a 'me' for Most analysis . But
let rie ask, Vhat is it that obse yes the 'pie'? It is that which
I me . ,n by the 'It . The 'me' th[t Is obse ved is but a reflection .
It is not through this 'me' that TTirvana is attained . One rust
learn how to 'sink' into the 'I', as it were, without trasnsforrainp
it into a 'no' . , .'hen I learned the trick of how to do this the
transformation was i °neddately effected . The affective state of
Bliss, the volitional state of Freedom and the noetic state of
Assurance followed as precipitates into the relative consciousness .
Wake no mistake these values arc just precisely those which
Dr. Bucke has d-1scusneT in 'Cosmic Conscioun ne^s ' . But Dr . Bucke
knew nothinf, of method or its sipnificanee . There is no
Nihilism here, though many have felt as you do about it . It
seeps like TTiphiliam to the the subject-object form of consciousness,
but is not so' in fact . Pe- laps it is irnpos•'ible to dispense with
faith here . I cm constantly striving to so clarify understnndinp
that the sector which faith must cover nay be reduced as much as
possible . 11m u far this may be carried remains to be seen, but
it seems necessary to try an the vieni;ern mind is not strong in
the quality of faith . But he who wants as much un-ler^tandinr as
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pos^ible a^ the precedent condition of action must pay the price
of faacin Reality expressed in rather naked form . Tie Reality
behind the subject-object consciousness is beautiful when
realized directly, but to consciousness bound by objects it does
seers to be appalling.

No:r, take your own case . ',o1ild you be willin€* to drop your
skepticism and, Metaphorically, take a Guru by the hand in an
attitude of complete confidence and faith? The intellectual
, :estern mind does not find this easy to do . ± did not, In fact
it beeex.e my job to pioneer a course, tiihich neces-itated my
being; conscious all the way . This invollcd a rather stern
desert-phase that lasted for some time . But it afforde-' the
advantage that now I know how I rot there .and hence can write
about it. Can you face the desert which the philosophy seems
to be when viewed from the below? If not, then 1,'d1th must take
the place of skepticism. There are different Roads but the
necessities of whatever Road taken must be met .

Yes, I a^ree that the second-birth -is a birth to CosI1ic
Cinsciousness , as Dr, iiuche called it, though he uses the term
in a rather More general way than is technically Justified .
The Peace and {Rood will on earth of Jesus is an ef fect of the
second Birth rather than the essential neanint; of It . Jesus
repeatedly said ' I'y Kinpdon is not of this world ,' It is pos"ible
for a man to be born into that Kingdom and choose to continue
to function in or for this world by voluntary incarnation or
otherwise . Please understand I an not talking about the -- c matters
in a mearly theoretical or speculative way, h ot Mh . ago I would
have , but now I have been through the course and so assert the
importance of the second-birth not merely because Jesus and
Buddha , anionC others affirmed it, but because I am directly
familiar with the necessity . On this point I arrree with these
Teachers as one scientist acree s with another , through making
the s-me experiment . So with me it is not an academic problem
nor one of blind fd1th as with the 'fundamentalist' . There are
points there I have dared to differ from t hese Teachers , but they
c,-re points of method, not of principle . , .ith different peoples
different methods seem of necessity to be indicated, On such
points it seems to sae we must be pra atic .

To be sure , the fact that Budr'ha was, a Prince would not prevent
his being a-neurotic . Also it is unquestionably true thr,t some of
the greatest social values have come from neurotics . But upon what
found can neurosis be pre dicated of Gautama ? `.'e cannot validly
predicate neurosis on the basis of the philosophy or way of life
propounde; and l ived by an individual . The diamosis must depend
upon definite symptoms . Uhat possible symptoms are there in the
life of Buddha that would indicate such a diajnosis? This is
something on which I an rather insistent, as I shall certainly
fir,ht any sur,estion of neurosis in connection with Buddha that
is based merely upon n - distaste for his philosophy . I want to
know the facts , if any, so that I can submit them to examination
myself.

In my opinion it is really the avora{*e citizen oaf the world
%,ho is re, ?.ly neurotic, for the simple reason that he is extremely
unsided. The ;-.bole world, and especially the west, is one-sided
in its over-emphasis of objective consciousness . Even the bulk
of our so-called introvert are actually predominantly extrovert



in this fundamental sense . Other•i-:ise,,he would not have a physical
body, but would be a Nirvani; Connciousnens- ::'ithout-an-object
represents the neutral position which is Etthr neither introvert
nor extrovert . To even approach a balanced position vie will have
to drive on the subjective pole very hard, perhaps for thousands
of years . The norm of life, particularly of the ' . :e^t, is actually
a very one-sided position . It is an utterly false basis for
predicating neurosis . Our norm is actually the norm of an
insane-asylum . If the Middle V.ay of Buddha is not the vuy of
that host rare thAng, a genuinely normal consciousness, then I
knot w of nothing In this world which ire may rightly call normal .

Plea e understand that that which is attained by Recognition
is not something poorer but ineoripersbly richer . It does not
close the door to life in the univerrie of objects but rather
Increases the power of one who wishes to specialise in that
field . However it opens also a door to an entirely different
doma in, i .e ., Nirvana, and this for my part I consider much the
richer . But there is excellent reason to believe that the
center$ of emphasis of different l 'ealized nen is not the sane .
Realization is Freec,on, and this includes the freedom to focus
attention upon form and ;otion . The discipline of the Path
must not be confused with the nature of Life or Consciousness
at the Goal . I speak formm inside knowledge of something
richer , not poorer . I would that others may know of this also,
but I would not ,• if I could force this on any Man against his
wishes . However , I claim the right to clear the philosophy from
m3 sundcrst .snding wherever possible .

At the nrer-ent tine I am writing a fairly extensive corar^entnry
on the Aphorisms in which I outline the philosophic implications
in certain fundamental respects, Z :'hen they are finished I should
like to have then read critieclly with a view to uncovering
weaknesses in the discussion and points that are not su'ficiently
el:rified. If it would meet with your interest and convenience
I should greatly appreciate having you do this . ''hat I am seek-
ing in this is not gentleness but real stiff criticism, for a
philosophy if it is real and true must be able to 'take it' .

Thanking you again for your help as a critic and friend, and
re-affirming my high apprecis Lion of both you and your z :nriftn{ s,
I an

Very cordially yours,
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ness and patience under criticism .
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for the beautiful spirit of your/
of a great teacher in your kind-

I do not know that I hive anything more to say regarding Consci-
ousness-without-an-object . You see that I am not particularly a meta"
physician. I have my own ideas concerning Ultimate Reality,God,soul,
heaven,Nirvana,but still these subjects do not interest me as press-
ingly important . These all can take care of themselves,without any
help fbom me,but all around me are people who cannot take care of
themselves,apparently,who do need help,for they are destroying them-
selves by their insanities,and rendering me very uncomfortable by
doing so . I suppose I might be described as a pragmatic philoso»,
pher and moralist,and as near as I can make out,my philosophy a-
grees in some points with Buddhism,and in others opposes . I speak
somewhat doubtfully,for when one begins to try to find out anything
about Buddha,or Buddhism,one at once gets into a welter of vague,
doubtful legends and myths,and the utmost confusion of interpretaM
tion,from believers,unhelievers,and critics . And after all I don't-
care so terribly much what he thought or what he taught,tho it is
certainly interesting . His kindness,his compassion,his abolition
of the infamous caste system,I certainly Joyously agree with,but
for the rest of his ideas and practice,if I understand them,I most-
ly disagree .

You challenge me to prove that Buddha was neurotic . Of course
I cannot do that with any scientific certainty . We know too little
about him as a person . A good picture might help,but I do not think
that we have one . When I think of the Buddha,I always instinctive-
ly think of a slight slender Hindu,with a vivid,idealistic face,ra-
diating sympathy,but when I am shown,instead,a fat,sleepy-eyed,Mon-
golian-looking creature,squatting aloof,he seems more like a toad
than a man to me,and I am repelled,and say,no,he could not have look-
ed like that . But practically all the legends agree that he broke a-
way from the normal course of life,because he was horrified and fright .
ened at his first recognition of real life,of death,disease,pain,etc .
Now it is not normal for a young person to meet life pessimistically .
The healthy attitude is to look at life,from the standpoint of youth,
as a joyous and intriguing adventure,full of prizes to be won by cour-
age,ingenuity,and wise labor .But the weak or sickly person is liable
to take a frigtened_and pessimistic view of it,anA to endeavor to es-
cape the battle by some form of side-tracking . If this attitude is
held,and it is very likely to be taken and held-by a child who is an,
only child,and too much coddled and sheltered by unwise parents,as
Buddha,is said to have been,it .is very likely to lead to some form
of neurosis . It seems that,often unconsciously,the nervous system -
contrives a way of escape . Thus the neuresthenic becomes helpless,
the hysteric falls into temperamental chaos,the epileptic throws a
fit,the paranoic deludes himself and often others by concepts of his
own supreme wisdom,grandeur,power or wealth,or there may be escape
thru self hypnosis and visions . According to the story,Buddha tried
to escape by extreme mortification of flesh and desire,but finally
swung back to a "Middle Path" of partial ascetieism,a monastic re-
gimem,and a technique of samadhi. And this he offers to the world as
salvation" .

According to Lewis BroWne,a late writer and scholar,Buddha was
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preceded , and indeed over- lapped, by Mahavira , the Jain. And the two
stories are curiously alike , and it is hard to escape the convic-
tion that the story of Buddha borrows from that of Mahavira . For
Mahavira is also the son of a rajah , who for thirty years lives the
life of luxury and then revolts and becomes extravagantly ascetic .
After twelve years he attains Nirvana,and becomes"Jina",the Conque-
ror of Desire , the attainer of "salvation",without help of gods or
prayers,who spends the rest of his life preaching it to his fellows,
He derides the Vedas , decries caste , preaches the annihilation of the
self , poverty , humility, harmlessness to all living things and beings,
abolition of hatred,but especially absolute avoidance of women in
every way , not even to look at one , much less speak to her .And after
his death, in time , he was worshipped as a god,and claimed to be the
the greatest of a long line of "Conquerors '2,just like Buddha .

Most Buddhistic scholars of to day,I believe,claim that Buddha,like
Mahavira,was truly atWistic,as regards personal gods,at least,did not
believe in the soul,o'i its immortality,and that nothing survived death but
the Karma of one's deeds . But,confusingly,others say,he revolted against
the Wheel of Existence,with its sucession of deaths and rebirths and
showed a way to eternal Nirvana thru a technique of meditation . It
is all a part of the welter that hangs around these a&lcient teachers .
I do not know what you believe or teach exactly,for I have never had
any clear statement of creed from yp u,that I remember,tho I have a
pretty clear idea that you are athdztic,but do belive in the possible
attainment of some kind of personal immortality .

But you very well know that I do believe in God,both pantheisti-
cally and personally,and that there is an undying principle in man,
also a belief in a Karma of cause and effect . I believe there is still
a Greater Teacher due'this earth,one who will not be a man of sorrows,
or an ascetic of monastic separation , but who will be so great and su-
perior and wise in spirit and soul , above and far- seeing and I understand-
ing of the cause and meaning of the Wheel of Life,that he will always
have a smile on his lips , always be showing men that all so(.!.called evils
are only the tasks and the lessons of life , constantly building their
intelligence , character and soul-growth,that death is only a change
and a door into a rest -room ,and re -birth will bring only another need.
ed lesson . That glimpses of Cosmic Consciousness will cheer them on
the way , and finally , when the course is done,they will graduate into
A Nirvana of Divine Consciousness as a reward of merit , instead of a
reward of a technique of effort . Nirvana will be a completion of evo-
lution,of a fullness of growth . This is a good way from Buddhism,is
it not , and perhaps somewhat its opposite ? As to experiences of samad-
hi,of course I believe that these have occurred to many people,buu£-
Iiave been attained in many different ways ., and by many differnt tech-
niques , or quite suddenly and unexpectedly , by the percipient . And I
do not deny the possibility that certain great characters , very near
final Attainment , may be able to be in a state of this Bliss contin-
uously in this life . But I do not believe for a moment that this Great
Teacher of whom I dream will have any fear of or antagonism to sex,
love or family life , or any normal relation of human affections,but
will show that any relation will be all right if sufficiently spirit-
ualized, and actuated always by kindness and human blessing.

I cannot help questioning wherein resided the great gain that Bud-
dha attained by his doctrine or way of life . He did not live to be
older than I now am,and died of an indigestion. This would seem to)Ln-
dicate that there was no supernormal wisdom in him,or it would have
revealed to him what food was digestible and what not , would have warn-
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ed him in this particular casw,or shown him how to cure himself .
Do you say his gain was inner,in peace and happiness of mind . Vo
doubt it was,but you have attained that inner peace and joy with-
out foreswearing marriage or becoming monastic in any way . Socra-
tes attained it in another way,St .Francis in another way,Mahavira
through that very asceticism that Buddha abandoned,and I,to some de-
gree,at least,in quite another way,differing from all . It was horror
of pain,pain,disease and death that drove Buddha to doctrine,but after
all he did not escape,pain,disease and death . Where is the superiori-
ty of it all? The Eightth-fold Noble .Resolutions are all right,but,
after all,what is there realy original about them? Does not every good
man affirm them in some tense? Mahavira had summed them all up before
him in his "Three Jewels" of Right Faith,Right Knowledge,and Right
Living . Please understand,I am not trying to undervalue Buddha,or 4
his good influence,but to truly evalue it . His one supreme merit,it
seems to,me,consists in his following Mahavira in condemning caste,
Tho neither were as successful as might have been wished .

It seems to me that the statement of Jesus that "The Kingdom of
God is within You" might very well mean a change in life-motive from
selfishness to beneficence .

You will think this is a very poor and unsatisfactory answer to
your letter,but consider the very unmetaphysical mind you appealed
to. If it does not wholly discourage you,and you still want me to read
your commentary when finished,why certainly I will do so,but you must
be prepared for the worst .

Very cordially your friend --
















